Dear Lexie,

Remember the Alamo!

General Conference 2015 in some ways reminded me of Christmas. Its anticipation was greater than its reality, though unlike Christmas the after effects are longer lasting. In the circles that I move hardly do two or more people come together without the subject of the women's ordination vote at the General Conference session coming up.

Upcoming Events

Future events include:

- **Homecoming 2015 Aug 1&2**: Highlighting Sligo School. Don't miss amazing music by Larnelle Harris for services as well as a Free Concert Saturday evening. sligochurch.org
This Sabbath:
July 25, 2015

Speaker:
Pastor Charles A. Tapp
"God's Good Work, Part II: Joy in the Journey"

Special Musical Guests:
Adrian Westney Jr. (pianist)
Colleen Lewin-Howard (vocalist)

Super Sport Sunday Aug 2nd: Come and enjoy fellowship through fun and games. Basketball, Table Tennis, Table Games, Soccer, Tennis Tournament on the UofM Campus, 2 bounce houses, activities for the kids and much, much more.

Homecoming OPEN: Sign up for the Tennis Tournament by clicking here

CONCERT LINE-UP!: We have a line-up of great concerts for you to invite your friends and family to at Sligo Church: Larnelle Harris Aug 1st, National Christian Choir Sept 26, Jaime Jorge Oct 10, Sandi Patty Nov 14!

Prayer Gathering (every Wednesday night @ 7PM)

Missed Last Week's Sermon?
Watch Live or OnDemand:
Sligo WebTV

Sermon Audio Archive:
Audio Archive

Make Ministry Possible
GIVE
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General Conference 2015 in some ways reminded me of Christmas. Its anticipation was greater than its reality, though unlike Christmas the after effects are longer lasting. In the circles that I move hardly do two or more people come together without the subject of the women’s ordination vote at the General Conference session coming up. Thirty-five years ago I most likely would have been among the 1,381 who voted no to women’s ordination by Division. I would have considered it part of my duty to uphold ‘truth’ and put the ‘liberal and worldly North Americans, Europeans and Australians’ in their place. Some might have described me as a “Crusading Seventh-day Adventist.” My church was the only religious organization on earth on which divine favor was bestowed. I was under orders to go out and compel non-members to become part of my church. Those who didn’t were condemned to eternal death. Not only was my church right and everyone else wrong, the version of Adventism that I was taught was the only legitimate and acceptable expression of “the faith.”

My narrow vision of the church changed rapidly when I was invited to work in the United Kingdom. On arrival from Jamaica, I saw practices that were alien to this enforcer of Adventist orthodoxy. For example, I was amazed to see male church officers wearing wedding bands and in no uncertain terms I requested, as pastor, that those ‘symbols of the world’ be discarded.

The summer of 1981 had a telling effect on my ministry and changed forever how I view people, my ministry and some of the traditions in my church. It was the first year of my MA program at Newbold College. A diverse group of students from various European countries and elsewhere made up the cohort. Chatting with fellow student, Terry Jacobsen, a charming Norwegian, over supper one evening, he declared that he frequently went skiing on a Sabbath afternoon. I could hardly control myself. Righteous indignation boiled up in me and I shouted, “You do what?”

Terry remained calm and asked, “Don, do you go walking on a Sabbath afternoon with your family?” “Yes,” I said, “but that’s different from skiing.” “You see, Don, for a large portion of the year in Norway, if I must go walking with my family on a Sabbath afternoon, I have no alternative but to go on skis.” He needn’t say another word. I got it! Although we belong to one church and have certain shared beliefs and hopes, the expression of Adventism in different parts of the world cannot be the same. To do so would be to create an artificially constructed edifice which by nature has a number of fault lines that naturally will lead to the collapse of the building. Members in different parts of the world must be trusted to relate to God in ways that are relevant to their particular situation.

San Antonio’s decision on women’s ordination was an attempt to have the church march to the same drumbeat. While a common understanding of our core doctrines, such as the nature of man, the Sabbath, salvation and the second coming is essential for global cohesion, a shared identity and a joint purpose in mission, the imposition of the cultural nuances found in some parts of the world on other parts of the world can only lead to fragmentation eventually and the disenfranchisement of large sections of the global church community.
“My church has left me but I am not leaving it,” is a statement that I have heard with increasing frequency since San Antonio. These are people who love the church, some have even served abroad as missionaries. Increasingly, they are feeling marginalized in their church and sense that they are being asked to go walking on a Sabbath afternoon in Norway in the depth of winter without skis.

“The gospel is above culture,” is a phrase that is glibly thrown around by some but to try and separate culture from the experience of the gospel is analogous to taking a fish out of water and expect it to survive and be as active as when it was in the water. It is going to die unless re-immersed. Sherwood G Lingenfelter and Marvin Mayers in their book, “Ministering Cross-Culturally,” say “Culture is the … label for the sum of the distinctive characteristics of a people's way of life. All human behavior occurs within particular cultures, within socially defined contexts.” Worship is meaningful only within the context of one’s own culture. Another way of saying this is, there is no worship without culture. No amount of preaching, exhortation and voted action can change this reality.

I was privileged to serve the church in the British Isles for thirty-three years, twenty-seven of which were as an administrator, ranging from conference secretary to Union president. The United Kingdom is one of the few places where the composition of the membership of the church is in reverse proportion to the composition of the population. In the ethnically-diverse British church, I quickly learned that if the church was to survive on all fronts and not become a mono-cultural institution that bore little relevance to the wider public, the majority (immigrants from various parts of the world) in the church had to protect the interests of the minority (native British and European).

The political power of the Seventh-day Adventist Church now lies with members in the Southern hemisphere, who account for more than ninety percent of global membership. It is clear that no major change can take place within the church unless leaders and members in the Southern hemisphere desire such a change. At the same time, unless the majority in our global church recognize, appreciate, celebrate and defend the expressions of faith as found in places like Europe and North America, it is conceivable that Adventism could become an irrelevancy in these countries. The church would appear to be more interested in conducting a dialogue with itself and preserving certain traditions than it is in engaging in a meaningful and constructive manner with a society drowning in hopelessness.

While some will no doubt remember the Alamo…Dome with fondness and as the place where the church was kept united, others will recall it with tears and resignation as the place where unity in diversity was put aside for uniformity. In the long run this will prove inimical to genuine unity and mission advancement. It is possible that the unity which church leaders were trying to preserve in San Antonio is the very thing that has been damaged. Leaders need to decide how that which has been broken will be mended and how those who now feel disenfranchised can regain their sense of identity and purpose.
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